RNAConnect, Inc.

Biotechnology enzymes are scientific hardware.

When hardware is improved, one can do everything better, faster, and innovate in ways not previously imaginable.

RNAConnect was formed to create, develop, & sell high performance biotech enzyme hardware.

Key Innovation: We discovered and optimized a vastly superior reverse transcriptase that enables:

- New categories of companion diagnostics in cancer & neurodegenerative diseases
- Superior viral pandemic surveillance
- Unbiased whole-transcriptome RT-PCR, single-cell sequencing, & spatial transcriptomics
Reverse Transcriptase (RT)
An attractive growing market

The Reverse Transcriptase Market

Reverse Transcriptase enzymes convert single-stranded RNA into single-stranded cDNA for:

- PCR amplification
e.g., HIV and COVID-19 testing
- RNA Sequencing

2022 WW RT Sales
$302M

13% Other (e.g. cloning)
62% RT-PCR
25% Sequencing

Inherent limitations of leading RTs

- **Processivity**
  RTs can only read ~100 bases, but natural RNAs are 2,000-30,000 bases long

- **Unwinding Power**
  RNAs “fold” into structural motifs, but existing RTs stop reading and fall off when they encounter structures

- **Thermal Activity**
  Operate best at high temperatures – which degrade the RNA templates
**MarathonRT: Our First Product**

The science behind the enzyme

**Innovation**

**Structure**
The Pyle lab discovered this novel RT, solved its structure, and showed it is ultraprocessive.

**Novel features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α-loop</td>
<td>Processivity factor and “pin” for melting template structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT0 domain</td>
<td>Holds RNA template strand in place with high affinity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-hairpin</td>
<td>Melts template structures it its path</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Function**

We put MarathonRT to the test by creating full-length cDNAs of the entire, highly structured hepatitis C genome (10 kb).

This novel RT architecture confers ultraprocessivity: MarathonRT can copy any RNA end-to-end
MarathonRT outperforms competitors by powering through template structures at ambient temperature

Long, structured RNA template

RNA template with structural obstacles **Inserted** by design

**Only MarathonRT**

- Copies entire kb transcripts in a single pass without falling off (single-cycle function)
- Unwinds RNA structures in its path, making it insensitive to RNA motifs and repeats in the template
- Maintains high reactivity at ambient temperature

**Applications**

**Sequencing:**
- Long read RNA-seq, single cell RNA-seq, spatial transcriptomics

**Epitranscriptomics:**
- RNA modification detection

**RNA Structure Determination:**
- Vaccine design
Multiple product platforms to launch in rapid succession

| Phase 1: Develop, Optimize and Launch an optimized, proprietary ultraMarathonRT |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 2Q | 3Q | 4Q | 1Q | 2Q | 3Q | 4Q | 1Q | 2Q | 3Q |
| 1. Setup lab & manufacturing |
| 2. Optimize product, conditions & assays |
| 3. Make MRT & uMRT |

| Phase 2: Develop & produce of RTPCR and Sequencing kits |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 2023 | 2024 | 2025 |
| 2Q | 3Q | 4Q | 1Q | 2Q | 3Q | 4Q | 1Q | 2Q | 3Q |
| cDNA Library prep Kit |
| Template switching Kit |
| uMRT 1-step RT-PCR Kit |
| uMRT 2-step RT-PCR Kit |
| uMRT RT-qPCR Kit |
| Optimize uMRT for Sequencing platform partners |

| Phase 3: Diagnostic Development |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Viral pandemic surveillance kit, Companion diagnostics for cancer & neurodegenerative diseases |

Launch MRT & uMRT enzymes

$$ First revenues $$

Launch Sequencing Kits

Launch RT-PCR Kits

Sign sublicenses with Sequencing platforms

$$ Royalty generation $$

$$ First revenues $$

Multiple product platforms to launch in rapid succession
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